Correlated multisecond oscillations in firing rate in the basal ganglia: modulation by dopamine and the subthalamic nucleus.
Previous studies from this laboratory have shown that many neurons in the basal ganglia have multisecond (<0.5 Hz) periodicities in firing rate in awake rats. The frequency and regularity of these oscillations are significantly increased by systemically injected dopamine (DA) agonists. Because oscillatory activity should have greater functional impact if shared by many neurons, the level of correlation of multisecond oscillations was assessed by recording pairs of neurons in the globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars reticulata in the same hemisphere, or pairs of globus pallidus neurons in opposite hemispheres in awake, immobilized rats. Cross-correlation (90-180 s lags) and spectral analysis were used to characterize correlated oscillations. Thirty-eight percent of pairs recorded in baseline (n=50) demonstrated correlated multisecond oscillations. Phase relationships were near 0 or 180 degrees. DA agonist injection significantly increased the incidence of correlation (intra- and interhemispheric) to 94% (n=17). After DA agonist injection, phase relationships of globus pallidus/substantia nigra neuron pairs were exclusively concentrated near 180 degrees, and phases of interhemispheric pairs of globus pallidus neurons were concentrated near 0 degrees. After subthalamic nucleus lesion (n=8), the incidence of correlated multisecond oscillations (or of multisecond oscillations per se) was not changed, although the consistent phase relationship between the globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars reticulata was disrupted. Subthalamic lesion also blocked apomorphine-induced decreases in oscillatory period and increases in oscillation amplitude, and significantly attenuated apomorphine-induced changes in mean firing rate. The data demonstrate that multisecond oscillations in the basal ganglia can be correlated between nuclei, and that DA receptor activation increases the level of correlation and organizes internuclear phase relationships at these multisecond time scales. While the subthalamic nucleus is not necessary for generating or transmitting these slow oscillations, it is involved in DA agonist-induced modulation of mean firing rate, oscillatory period, and internuclear phase relationship. These data further support a role for DA in modulating coherent oscillatory activity in the basal ganglia, and for the subthalamic nucleus in shaping the effects of DA receptor stimulation on basal ganglia output.